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With Eyes Wide Open
I

s there a woman’s magazine published
that doesn’t contain some kind of information for the reader to help her decide
if she’s found the perfect mate? “Sixteen Tips to Compatibility,” “How to Tell If
He’s the One,” “Ways to Meet Your Perfect
Partner” — the subject is addressed so frequently that one has to believe it must be
important. But these are quick reads, superficial takes on a serious subject: What should
one look for when contemplating marriage?
Jean Forest, who has a counseling practice
in Camden, has had a good deal of experience with the subject of marriage. In addition to counseling both individuals and couples, she has married a half dozen couples in

what she describes as alternative weddings,
where people co-created their own ceremonies. She became a notary and began officiating at weddings after being asked to do
so by couples who knew of her holistic
approach to counseling, working with mind,
body and spirit. Her eclectic approach stems
from her earlier experiences, first as an adolescent nurse and then as a psychiatric nurse.
She has a graduate degree in Wholistic Studies and Healing Arts from Lesley College, in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and uses elements of Eastern philosophies and Western
psychology in her life and work.
For the ceremonies at which she officiates, Forest meets with the couple well in
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— by Georgeanne Davis

advance of the event. She uses a number of
books to help with the process, such as I Do:
A Guide to Creating Your Own Unique Wedding Ceremony, Alternative Weddings and
Weddings From the Heart. Forest views her
role as that of a support person, assisting
couples in creating a meaningful ceremony

that reflects their relationship to each other
and includes their chosen spiritual practices.
This could be nature-centered, Buddhist,
eclectic, or not at all spiritually inclined. She
helps the prospective bride and groom to
create and find passages to be read at the
continued on page 10

Even when the chemistry’s there,
marriage takes work
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Special Day
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· Wedding Service
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“From start to finish,
service is our middle name”

Stop in or call
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785-6300
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Designer Anne Barge blends old and new to create modern bridal gowns with fairy-tale
flair – like this wedding dress made of pearl silk satin with shirred bodice and layered,
rouched skirt. CNS PHOTO COURTESY OF ANNE BARGE.

inspired lace delicately dyed; and layers and
layers of tulle in subtle colors, piled on top
of each other.
From pink to blue to green to lilac — and
even black and white — color is fast becoming the “theme” of weddings, not only in
attire but in matching invitations, flowers and
reception decor. “It’s a very Caribbeaninspired color palette,” says Moore.
The newest silhouette for bridal gowns is
changing, too. The big, poufy ball gowns are
fading into slimmer shapes reminiscent of
sleek Hollywood glamour girls who slinked
into the movies of the ’40s and ’50s in soft,
body-conscious gowns that draped and
swathed a goddess-like figure.
Simplicity is the central theme of today’s

wedding gown style. But that doesn’t necessarily mean conservative. The sexy strapless
gown is also still a big favorite of brides this
spring. Showing off the figure, no matter
what size it is, is a bride’s way of celebrating a special time in her life.
The lace-up corset dress is another preferred silhouette of today’s brides. For
warmer weather, halter wedding gowns are
also popular. With so many options, there’s
a dress for every bride, no matter what her
personal style. Romantic fantasies come alive
when she finds that wedding dress of her
dreams.

Buy a Wedding Band

from G.M. Pollack & Sons?
THE LARGEST SELECTION
G.M. Pollack & Sons Wedding Band Center,

“A Store Within A Store”
A Store within a Store.

COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

Lazaro’s collection.
• Chic and strapless: At Eugenia
Couture, strapless is a satin
sheath with a pleated tiered
organza skirt.
• Halter necklines: An alternative
to the traditional gown. Halters
show up in many collections,
including Stephen Yearick,
Amsale and Watters Bridal.
• Feathers: They’re flying into the
bridal market in dresses and
accessories. One of the season’s
best is Angel Sanchez’s featherhemmed empire-waist dress.

has the largest selection of wedding bands
in New England! Over 2000 Wedding Bands
including a full line of Comfort Fit Bands.

FINEST QUALITY NAME BRANDS
We’re the largest ArtCarved dealer in Northern New England.

— by Sharon Mosley

SPRING WEDDING DRESS TRENDS
• Color, color, color: Blue is
awash in spring dresses by
Alvina Valenta.
• Embroidery: A garden of colorful vines climb up a white gown
at St. Pucchi.
• Soft and sleek: At Elizabeth Filmore, goddess gowns hug the
body in silk charmeuse. Jim
Hjelm’s silk satin skimmer dress
is trimmed with crystals and
detailed with a full-pleated skirt.
• All layered up: Layers of tulle
and satin at Vera Wang.
• Tea lengths: A new length to
consider for more informal weddings. Tea lengths abound in

Why should I

SPECIAL COLLECTION ~ SPECIAL PRICING
We carry the most complete collection of quality name
brand wedding bands with special pricing. Buy both of
your wedding bands from the special collection at
G.M. Pollack & Sons Wedding Band Center
and we’ll give you 50% Off the lower priced wedding band
--a rebate, just for shopping at G.M. Pollack & Sons!

THE BEST GUARANTEE IN THE BUSINESS

Our wedding bands are guaranteed for life!
In writing! Backed by over 50 years of family
tradition. When it comes to our customers, Stan says,
“We’ll take care of them forever.”

Bring this coupon to any G.M. Pollack & Sons!

Buy both of your wedding bands from the
special collection at G.M. Pollack & Sons
Wedding Band Center and we’ll give you

50% Off!*
the lower priced wedding band!
15

*Some exclusions apply.

We want to be your Jeweler!

377 Main Street • Rockland • 594.4833
www.gmpollack.com
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“Her Special
Day...
Her Own Way...
...Perfect!”

Route 1, Rockport, Maine
Phone: 207-236-3023
E-mail: weddings@hobokengardens.com
Web: www.hobokengardens.com
A full-service florist serving the coastal Maine area

hen it came to choosing the
food for her wedding reception, Abby (Hardwick) Clark
says she was somewhat intimidated by all the choices and worried about
satisfying her 240 guests.
But after a taste test of herb-crusted pork
prepared by Conn’s Catering of Springfield,
Ill., she knew the meal would go over well
with her guests.
“We knew it was sort of a nontraditional
selection,” says Clark, 25, of Chicago. “We
just thought, ‘It’s so good. Let’s go for it.’”
According to the 2005 American Wedding
study by the Fairchild Bridal Group, which
publishes magazines such as Modern Bride,
Brides and Elegant Bride, 2.1 million weddings took place last year in the United
States.
The average cost of a formal wedding is
more than $26,300, with $8,364 spent on the
reception and $1,153 spent on the rehearsal
dinner, the study shows. Catering a reception can be a large part of a bride’s budget.
From a traditional buffet style to a sit-down
meal, brides have plenty of entree, appetizer and dessert items to choose from when it
comes to serving their guests.
Despite the exotic items and elaborate presentations in many magazines, brides and
grooms more often seek a traditional menu
of chicken or beef, says wedding consultant Stacey Porter.
Sheila Brooks, marketing director of a
catering company that provides food for
more than 100 weddings a year, says the
menu at about 80 percent of their weddings
consists of grilled chicken breast, served with
fresh pasta salad, garden salad, potatoes, rolls
and drinks. The cost of the meal is $7.95 per
person. If the bride chooses to add a second
entree, it’s usually lasagna. This pushes the
cost up to $10.35 per person.
About three-fourths of the company’s
clients choose a buffet-style meal. Customers
can expect to spend between $1,500 and
$2,000 on food when serving 100 to 150
guests, Brooks says. She added that her company’s prices are mid-range.
Although most people choose a full dinner, “people are opting to do (just) hors
d’oeuvres more often,” Porter says. Common
hors d’oeuvres also include stuffed mushrooms, chicken strips and shrimp cocktails.
Guests often munch on veggies and dip.
“Cheese and crackers are normally a standard,” Porter says.
Yet brides looking for a cheaper way to
feed their guests might not want to take an
appetizer-only route. Brides should allow for
about eight to 10 servings of each appetizer,
Brooks says. The more appetizers to choose
from, the more expensive the food gets;

Brooks’ company’s appetizers range
from $6.80 to $12.50 per person.
One way to control the number of
appetizers is to have a butler serve
them, says caterer Court Conn. With
butler-passed appetizers, customers
can limit their guests’ intake to an
hour as opposed to an appetizer buffet, which may be available longer.
Having appetizers served on silver
platters by caterers wearing white
gloves “gives a nice touch” to any
wedding, Conn says.
Conn offers choices of hot hors
d’oeuvres, such as smoked baconwrapped water chestnuts with a sweet
orange glaze sauce, and cold hors d’oeuvres,
such as sushi served with wasabi and pickled ginger.
But Conn says he sees chicken as the most
commonly served meat because it is “safe”
— brides don’t have to worry about guests
who don’t eat red meat or pork. Conn’s average cost per person for a served and plated
meal is about $40. The cost of the facility,
setup, cleanup, linens, glassware and other
charges are factored into this average.
“Everybody has their own vision of how
they want their day to be,” Conn says.
Despite the many choices a bride and groom
face, Conn says he reminds them that “it’s
your day; serve what you want.”
Brides are changing the way desserts are
served, Conn says. Occasionally, guests are
served individual cakes or are offered individual desserts. “It used to be wedding cake
at every single (wedding),” he says.
Chef and caterer Patrick Groth agrees. In
addition to smaller cakes, Groth says, some
brides serve desserts such as fruit tarts, hazelnut creme puffs or Key lime mousse in
chocolate shells. Dessert prices range from
$1.95 to $4.95 each.
Anything goes in terms of desserts, says
Groth, who satisfies many a sweet tooth at
more than 100 weddings each year.
He says small, square cakes with colorful sugar ribbons and sugar bows are just one
of the trends he has seen.
Groth says many factors are considered
when choosing desserts, such as the time of
day the dessert will be served, whether the
meal is sit-down or buffet and whether there
will be alcohol at the wedding (“The more
people drink, the less sweets they’ll consume,” he explains).
But, Groth says, “The primary factor is,
what does the bride want?”
Clark advises brides to pick something
they like and choose a menu as soon as it’s
convenient. “Once it’s down on paper, it’s
another thing that’s off your plate.”
— by Ann Sanner
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

Caterers offer
the recipe for a
successful
reception
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Suiting Up
The groom needs to select his
tuxedo style early, as well as
the shoes and accessories that
will complete the look. Following the traditional rules,
the type of wedding determines how closely the colors
and cuts match for each
member of the wedding party’s tuxedo. CNS PHOTO COURTESY OF ROBERT MARCOS STUDIOS.

A

ll eyes may be on
the bride, but a
wedding would
not be complete
without the groom. Tuxedo
rental experts agree that
choosing the groom’s attire is
an important but easy task.
Store managers also recommend choosing tuxedos early.
For best selection, most rental
shops ask grooms to register
six months before the wedding, especially during wedding and prom season.
David Marquis, store manager of a formal-wear shop,
suggests grooms start with
deciding the color (black or
white), cut (single- or doublebreasted) and lapel style
(notch, shawl or peak).
“Once they pick those three
things ... in just five minutes, they’ve narrowed their choices,” Marquis says.
Candice Blindauer is the owner and manager of a discount bridal shop that sells and
rents tuxedos and suits.
“The first thing I find out is what colors
the bridesmaids are wearing and what type
of gown the bride is wearing. A lot of times,
they want to match the colors of bridesmaids’
dresses,” Blindauer says. “Then, I’d ask what
time of day and what type of wedding: very
formal evening; formal evening; very formal
daytime; semi-formal daytime.”
Following the traditional rules, the type of
wedding determines how closely the colors
and cuts match for each member of the wedding party’s tuxedo.
“The more formal the wedding, the more
they should match the groom,” Blindauer says.

The tux remains
a black-and-white
matter

Corissa Spurling, owner of another formal-wear shop, shows customers pictures of
styles that worked for other customers.
All the store owners agree that choosing a
flattering style for the groom is most important. While every store has a different method
of starting the decision-making process, the
experts say there are style trends for grooms
to choose from, such as three- or four-button jackets, cut-away or full-back vests and
accent colors. Tie and shoe styles must also
be chosen.
“There are so many variations of tuxedo
styles and shoes, it seems like every year
there are more selections,” Spurling says.
Prices vary, but many stores offer package
deals.
“There aren’t many mistakes a guy can
make besides waiting too long to get fitted
and not coming in for his final fitting,”
Marquis says.
Blindauer offers customers one last
word of advice.
“You definitely don’t want to do this
on the Internet,” Blindauer says. “It’s
crazy because local tuxedo stores have
their reputations on the line. Internet
companies never see you again.”
— by Tricia Hoochung-Perea
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

We are here for ALL your wedding necessities.

Tuxedos • Invitations • Balloons • Tents
Dance Floors • China • Flatware • Paper Goods
…AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
Complimentary Consultations/Estimates
Come in and visit us at our showroom on
Route 1 in Camden.

If It’s a Party, We Should Be There
97 Elm Street, Camden • 236-4462 • 1-800-213-4443
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Wedding Cakes
Pe t i t Fo u r s

Fre n ch Pa s t r i e s

Please Call for
a Consultation
The Pastry Garden
313 Main Street, Rockland
594-3663
pastry-garden.com

WINE

• Champagne • Beer
• Beverages
• Paper Products
• Spices & Baking Supplies

ALSO: Order Your Meats, Produce and Frozen Appetizers
from Us. Let Us Help You with
Your Special Day!
ROCKLAND

FOOD SERVICE

58 Park St., Rockland

594-5443

more white than anybody
else,”
he
explained. “In Europe,
colors are quite popular. You see more ivory,
gold, reds and browns
like cappuccino and latte. It’s a global trend
that is starting to creep
into America.
“Some brides choose a theme
for their wedding and want it to
run throughout every detail of
their event — from the flowers
to the cake to the favors,”
McCollough said. “Before the
recent introduction of colored
wedding gowns, it wasn’t easy
to include the theme color on
the gown, unless the couple
wanted an all-white wedding.
“Plus, many brides often feel
that white and ivory are not
their most flattering colors, so
a colored gown makes them
feel better about how they look,
which is so important on their
wedding day.”
Looking good has never been
easier for brides. The palette
now extends from subtle champagne and pearl shades to
exquisite metallics and daring
dashes of red, blue, green and
black. From all-over color to
delicate accents and embroidery, hues are hotter than ever.
“We’re seeing the all-over
color primarily in metallics,
neutral shades and some light
pinks, but our brides are
responding to the gold variations more than any other color,” Moore said. “We’re also
CNS PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID’S BRIDAL
seeing some embroidery in
white gowns using metallic
threads like gold and silver. The
t started out as a curiosity embraced boldness of metallic embroidery is becomonly by celebrities and the ultrafashion- ing much more prevalent.”
able. Now, colorful wedding gowns
In fact, embroidery of all types makes a bold
have permeated the market. Color, it statement this season. Floral designs in shades
turns out, is the biggest thing to hit bridal from the garden are especially popular.
fashion in decades.
Brides on the hunt for just a touch of colColor completes the wedding theme, or should look to fabric accents. “Accents on
branding the event with the bride’s person- gowns are showing up in pretty bold colors
al style and a touch of whimsy — think like apple red, periwinkle and lilac, whether
Gwen Stefani in her pink and white John it’s on a sash or in the lacing on corset styles,”
Galliano couture creation, which embodied Moore said.
her personality with perfection.
From the lightest blush to the boldest
“Wearing a gown with color, whether it’s magenta, pinks are especially in demand this
a hint of color or a completely non-white season. These feminine shades show up top
creation, is the perfect way for a bride to to bottom, from the trim along the top of
let her personality shine through,” said stunning sleeveless dresses to the border of
Rosanna McCollough, editor in chief of billowing skirts — but the waist is really
WeddingChannel.com.
where it’s at, according to McCollough.
“Whether it’s a bright fuchsia sash around
To browse the latest bridal collections
the waist, or a dainty yellow bow on the back, bursting with color, visit www.davids
these colored accents give brides the oppor- bridal.com. For more inspiration, visit the
tunity to showcase their individual style and WeddingChannel.com, which features the
stand out from the pack,” McCollough said. latest collections from hundreds of top bridal
“The rules for weddings are breaking designers and a searchable database of more
down,” explained Jeffrey Moore, senior vice than 30,000 photos of gowns and accessories.
— by Chandra Orr
president and general merchandise manager
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE
for David’s Bridal. “American brides wear

A Different
Shade
Color
continues
to be a bold
trend in
gowns

I
— a rose at In Good
Company, Rockland
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

www.fennfoto.com
20 Years Experience
Photographing Weddings
throughout Maine
& New Hampshire.
Call 888-336-9626 or visit
our Web site for information.

Fenn Fotographics

TAKE FLIGHT

Spring Event.

MSRP $30,270

Stetson Price $26,449

5-Star Safety Rating
210 HP EFI Engine
5-Speed Automatic
Power Moonroof
16" Alloy Wheels
CD Player
Air Conditioning
Cruise Control
Power Windows and Locks
Heated Leather Seats

Tuxedo Rentals
We can help! Come in and browse
through our large selection of:

Tuxedos,
Wedding Invitations,
Announcements & Accessories
Knowledgeable and Courteous Staff

Stetson

RTE. 131, WARREN • 273-2345 • 273-2346 (SERVICE) • 273-1342 (PARTS)
1-800-SAAB-USA • WWW.SAABUSA.COM
Price includes all rebates & dealer incentives. Terms subject to bank approval.

House of Cards
409 Main Street • Rockland • Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30 • Sat. 9-5 • 594-8900

10%OFF
Wedding
Invitations
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Petite
Princesses
A

great complement to bridal gowns embroidered or beaded in a metallic gold or bronze) as well as lilac, pink, blue
and sage green.
Flower girl dresses glisten with satin cummerbunds
pinned with jeweled brooches — a very grown-up touch.
Beaded sequin bows and headbands are other gleaming
accessories that will dazzle wedding guests. And if the
bride really wants more of a formal look for her youngest
attendants, there are rhinestone and pearl wreaths with
detachable veils.
With deeper jewel-tone colors easing into the bridal
apparel market, brides who opt to buy dresses accented
with darker hues may also want flower girl attire that harmonizes with their choice of more colorful gowns. For
instance, a French-blue satin ball gown might be the perfect complement to a blue silk
organza dress accessorized with an
ivory sash and silk flowers. Designer Joan Calabrese has even brighter
ideas, conjuring up organza confections in hot pink and coral with
shimmering iridescent sashes.
Accessories are another way
brides can spark up the celebration
with the younger set. While wedding ceremonies are sacred occasions, children always seem to
charm their way into the photographs and memories for years to
come. So take advantage of their
youthful playfulness and give them
a chance to express themselves, not
only by strewing baskets of rose
petals down the aisle but in other
ways as well. There are flower girl
dresses with colorful rose petals
sewn right into the netting of the
skirt.
Or choose a more whimsical
approach — outfit the flower girls
with a little wedding magic. Make
it a storybook time for them by giv-

s more and more designers loosen the restrictive
reins on bridal fashion,
knowing that brides are
opting for more of a distinctive,
personal approach to the gown they
choose for their wedding ceremony, the dresses for those charming
little flower girls have blossomed,
too.
After all, the history of including flower girls in weddings dates
back to Greek and Roman matrimonial ceremonies where children
scattered herbs and grains, which
were symbolic of fertility in the
bride’s path. Young girls waved
sheaves of wheat in front of the
bride in medieval times. Bouquets
of flowers were popular in the Elizabethan era before flower-filled
baskets and decorated hoops
became the norm in Queen Victoria’s day.
But in 2006, the flower girl has
evolved into a spirited part of the CNS PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID’S BRIDAL.
modern wedding, wearing dresses
and accessories that invoke a more capricious attitude. One
of the most important ways to put a little magical sparkle
into the flower girl’s dress in today’s world is with color.
Shimmer and shine are lighting up organza flower girl
dresses while stardust tulle skirts sparkle with rhinestones.
In other satin A-line dresses, gold is the color of choice (a

Flower girls shine in
dresses with pretty details

Thursday, March 23, 2006
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The Secret
to a
Gorgeous
Glow

ls
Tanning Specia
Call for Rates!
You’ll be a vision in white when
you walk down the aisle with a
golden, glowing tan.

2 beds, 2 booths
no waiting!

TRADE WINDS
HEALTH CLUB
2 PARK DRIVE, ROCKLAND • 594-2123

ing them ribbon-wrapped
wands decked out with glittering stars, flowers or poufs
of feathers. Headpieces can
also take flights of fancy with
flower-woven headbands,
jeweled tiaras and wreaths
dripping with ribbons. Big
bows, decorated hats or
plump flowers pinned in the
hair also make little girls even
more adorable.
— by Sharon Mosley
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

www.fennfoto.com
20 Years Experience
Photographing Weddings
throughout Maine
& New Hampshire.
Call 888-336-9626 or visit
our Web site for information.

Fenn Fotographics
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Look No Further!

We have one of the largest selections
of bridal gowns in Maine!

Some brides opt out of the
veil and accent their hairdos
with everything from glittery jewels
to emu feathers for a sophisticated look.

See us first when looking
for your wedding gown,
attendants’ gowns and
mothers’ dresses.

CNS PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ALTERED BRIDE

Hair accessories
add flair to
wedding-day
tresses

We also have a large
selection of prom
and party dresses.

Let us help you choose a gown that is
perfect for your special day.

Hussey’s General Store

n

n

Corner Rte. 32 & 105 • Windsor, ME
445-2511
WINTER HOURS: MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
SUN. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

yo mamma’s
home

the coolest wedding gifts
in the midcoast region!
99 main street

Belfast, Maine
338 4884

yomammashome@gmail.com
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Do Dazzlers

rade in that tiara, ditch that veil. Brides are trumping tradition with fashion-forward hair accessories
that pay homage to the past. From heirloom
brooches and vintage-inspired accents to beads,
feathers and crystals that add a touch of texture, runway
style is making its way down the aisle.
“The vintage look is very in right now,” said Stacey Weinstein, owner of the New York City bridal beauty boutique
Once Upon a Bride. “People don’t want tiaras anymore.
They want combs and brooches and fasteners.
“We’re seeing brooches in different sizes, from petite
styles that you wear two or three at a time to bigger versions
in the shape of a rose or leaf. Brides are wearing brooches
and clips with everything.
It’s all about creating Old World elegance. Brooches,
combs and hair fasteners feature shimmering Swarovski
crystals, stunning pearl beadwork, emu feathers and wispy
wire to create a multifaceted, textural accent to the season’s
soft, disheveled hairstyles. Spring brides are even transforming heirloom jewels into modern brooches. Think of it as
taking something old to create something entirely new.
“They contact mom or grandma for an heirloom that we
make into a brooch with a comb so that there’s something
old. Then, the heirloom can go right back to the family,”
Weinstein said.
“Unstructured hair is very popular right now,” Weinstein
said. “It’s not over-sprayed, overdone or too perfect. It’s a little more natural, and a beautiful brooch finishes off the look.”
For modern brides, the traditionally styled coif set high
upon the head went out with the prom. This season, sophistication and glamour take center stage. The latest hairstyles
are loose and tousled. Long flowing locks adorned with an

Toast of the Town
“Distinctive Catering”

off-center brooch or a carefree chignon decorated with multiple clips, combs or sprigs of jewels and gems are the hottest
styles for spring.
“Sprigs of wire wrapped in pearl or crystals that spray
out in every direction are really hot right now. They can be
very wiry for a light look or a little more solid for more
shimmer. They look like fireworks,” Weinstein explained.
For a similar wispy effect, some brides are turning to
combs and brooches accented with natural feathers. Emu
feathers from Australia are especially popular, Weinstein
said. The delicate plumes are light and airy — the ideal complement to a classic gown.
Of course, it may be hard for some women to part with
tradition. A bride without a veil or tiara might seem as foreign as a groom without a tux. Bridal stylists haven’t forgotten the old standbys. But in lieu of the oversized pieces
of the past, modern veils and tiaras have a distinctly minimalist edge.
“If anyone is wearing something on top of their head, it’s
more of a skinny headband,” Weinstein said. “It’s very delicate, like a curved wire with pearls and crystals so that you
just see the shimmer.
“A lot of girls are also going without the big veil that sits
on top of the head. Something that is really coming into
style is the face veil. It’s very sheer and delicate netting that
sits half over the face, half over the hair — it’s beautiful.”
Religious traditions may prevent brides from forgoing a
veil altogether. A more modern twist makes use of ethereal fabrics and barely there netting studded with shimmering crystals.
— by Chandra Orr
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

Shelley’s Flowers & Gifts
Your Full Service Bridal Florist
Wedding Flowers
Tuxedo Rentals
Plant Rentals
Invitations • Balloons
Fresh & Permanent Botanicals

Treat your guests well.
Call Beth Barbour at 594-8882
49 1⁄2 Willow St., Rockland • Stop by for lunch

Call to Schedule your FREE Bridal Consultation
www.shelleysflowers.com • e-mail: shelleysflowers@verizon.net

1738 Atlantic Hwy. • Waldoboro 832-6312
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Quick Change
Double-duty gowns get a
warm reception
ion from
brides

Exceptional & Unique
Silk Lingerie for the Bride
A Great Selection of Beautiful and
Functional Undergarments

Fine Lingerie • Fragrances
Unique Jewelry
~ Mother of the Bride Dresses ~

Y

ears ago, dressing for
the wedding meant a
big bridal gown, a separate slinky number
for the reception and a special
outfit for the big send-off. Today,
brides are more likely to stick
with one gown — but thanks to a
fashionable twist, that gown can
go from the ceremony to the
reception in style and comfort.
From bustles and bustiers to
wraps and chic shoes, brides
have plenty of options for transforming that gorgeous gown into
a party-all-night number, ensuring they get the most from their
once-in-a-lifetime ensemble.
“One of the easiest options is
to put a bustle in the gown,” said
Roseanna Martino, owner of a top Boston bridal boutique.
“You take the train, whether it’s a chapel train or a cathedral train, and you sew hooks or ribbons at different points
along the hem, then bring it up underneath. A bustle makes
the gown the same length all around — about 2 inches off
the ground, or slightly shorter in the back. Even if you have
a 6-inch or 8-inch sweep train, you still want a bustle. Otherwise, you can’t dance.”
Bridal boutiques can easily add a bustle to any gown.
Once the hooks and ribbons are in place, brides simply cinch
up the long layers. The key is getting the train off the ground
so brides can move about more freely during the reception.
Shawls, stoles and jackets offer a similar versatility. It’s
the quickest way to get two looks from one dress. Stylish
cover-ups help brides take sexy sleeveless numbers from
reserved to rockin’ simply by adding or removing a layer.
Plus, whether pairing their dresses with heirloom-inspired
lace jackets, cute capelets or wraps in the hottest hues, brides
get to tackle two trends at once.
“We’ve seen a lot of lace jackets over strapless gowns.
They have a short sleeve, a natural waist and a wrap-around
front closure. It’s almost like a vest, but with a short sleeve.
You can put that on over the strapless gown for the ceremony and tie it off with a ribbon.”
“The two-piece gown, with a bustier and a full skirt, started in the European collections,” Martino said. “The strapless bustier — usually in white or red — looks great under
a pantsuit for the reception.”
“A few dresses even have a removable layer just below
the knee, like three ruffles of organza attached with Velcro
for a formal gown that can be shortened.”

Casual and Formal Wear

o

The Quality Lines You Can Depend On

24 Bayview St., Camden • 236-0072
www.theo-b-camisole.com
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In between cinching up trains and throwing off their jackets, brides are ditching their daytime shoes to better dance
the night away. And, believe it or not, embellished flip-flops
for the bride are the latest craze in post-ceremony footwear.
It might sound rather informal, but consider the alternatives.
“Most of the time brides might take their shoes off when
it’s time to dance. Some put on flats. Some put on sneakers,
but, gosh, you wouldn’t feel very elegant in a pair of sneakers, would you?”
— by Chandra Orr
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

Let an

Astrologer
Help you pick the ideal date
for your wedding so love can
prevail forever!
Also: Increase your financial prosperity.

King Eider’s on the Green, overlooking Wawenock
Golf Club, is available for private events such as
rehearsal dinners and small weddings.
Ask about our Groom’s Golf Package.

Contact Sarah Maurer at (207) 563-6008
or email at kingeiderspub@aol.com

Reasonable rates
Call Ananur – 594-2565

Where the mountains meet
the sea, will you marry me?
• Get married with views of Penobscot Bay
• Indoor seating for 100
• Outdoor on deck with canopy for 60
• Kitchen facility
• On-site tennis court and ball field
• Chair lift rental
• Ample parking

Call today to
reserve for your
special
occasion!

King Eider’s Catering is a year-round full-service caterer
for all types of functions—specializing in weddings and
rehearsal dinners. We are fully licensed and insured
for liquor service. We work with you to create a menu
to complement your event. Each menu is tailored to
the type of event, mood, atmosphere and the client’s
preferences. We also coordinate all necessary
rentals to ensure the perfect event.
King Eider’s Catering is the mid-coast region’s
premier caterer and has over 25 years of experience.
Call us to schedule a meeting to discuss your event.

Camden Snow Bowl
at Ragged Mountain Recreation Area

20 Barnestown Road, Camden, Maine
Tel. 207-236-3438 Fax 207-236-0490 www.camdensnowbowl.com

the Craignair Inn
and Restaurant
We Will Make Your Day Special with
Wonderful Food and Fabulous Ocean Views!
Wedding Receptions, Rehearsal Dinners & Special Occasions
Situated on a granite ledge by the sea with spectacular ocean views and outstanding food…

Clark Island Road,
Spruce Head, Maine
594-7644
Directions: from Route 1 in Thomaston,
take Route 131 south 6 miles, left onto
Route 73, one mile, turn right onto
Clark Island Road, go one mile,
Craignair Inn is on left.
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With Eyes Wide Open
ceremony and feels that their investment in
the ceremony reflects their desire to commit
in a relationship.
Additionally, Forest has advice to offer
long before a couple is ready to stand up
before family and friends and say their vows.
In a couple’s relationship, Forest says,
“Chemistry is undeniable and can be wonderful, but realistically, relationships take
work.” She compares working on a relationship to tending a garden: “You pull out
weeds, take away plants, add plants, hoe and
turn over the soil; it needs attention.” Some
people have the romantic notion of “happily
ever after,” but marriage entails work as well
as fun — “relationships are an investment.”
So before getting married, says Forest, it’s
important to ask if your future partner is
someone you can talk to, someone that
respects you, someone that’s a team player.
“Look for a spirit of cooperation,” Forest suggests and, in considering a marriage partner,
individuals need to consider “What is their
approach to problem-solving?” When meeting someone and getting to know them, ask
yourself how you can play together. What
kind of sense of humor does he or she have?
“If your partner makes fun of you, that’s not
good-natured humor,” says Forest.
Ideally, young couples, in Forest’s experience, can look forward to supporting each
other in growing and changing; they want to
be with someone they can support emotionally and feel support from. Forest encourages
individuals to ask, “Why do I want to get
married to this person? What does marriage
mean?”
Couples considering marriage will benefit
from exploring subjects such as whether or
not they want to have children, how they
express themselves physically, how they
manage money, what creative interests they
have, and if they share similar spiritual
beliefs. Spirituality can be expressed in a
variety of ways; it could be as simple as walking in the woods, listening to or playing
music, writing poetry, or it could mean

— continued from page 1
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attending a church or synagogue. “In considering marriage, go into it with eyes wide
open,” Forest says. “If you’re getting married to the potential in that person, you are
not seeing the person as they are now, and
you would be wise to reconsider whether or
not you want to get married.”
Historically, marriage was about ownership, or “husbandry,” Forest points out, but
today marriage is a committed partnership,
where a couple combines their resources —
financial, emotional, mental and spiritual —
so “Be thoughtful about your choice.” Of
course, couples can’t be aware of everything
coming into their future lives, Forest
acknowledges, but it is important to be comfortable with the partner you choose: “Someone to laugh with, cry with, argue constructively with, dress up or hang out in ratty
clothes with — someone you love so deeply
you can be fully who you are.” Forest often
recommends a book for the bride and groom
entitled 101 Things I Wish I Knew When I Got
Married, by Linda and Charlie Bloom. It’s
made up of one- to four-page chapters that
detail little vignettes, covering a wide variety of issues, says Forest, and the chapters
can be sampled randomly.
Forest believes that wedding ceremonies
create a sacred space where the bride and
groom can welcome those who are important to them. While it’s beautiful to do so in
a place where years of these ceremonies have
taken place, such as a church or synagogue,
it’s equally special in a backyard, a forest
glen or near the ocean. “It’s really important
for the bride and groom to be sure it’s their
wedding,” says Forest, whether traditional or
non-traditional, and important that they say
the words that are meaningful to them. “Your
wedding is reflecting who you are — formal
or casual, elaborate, simple or quirky.”
While it is important to be respectful to parents’ input, it’s not the parents’ or families’
wedding; rather a wedding is a personal statement by the couple beginning its journey as
marriage partners.

Jean Forest in her
Camden office.
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Nobleboro, Maine
207-380-7201 • 207-832-7241
cccofmaine@aol.com

harters & Limousine

10 Passenger Limo

• Weddings
• Proms
• Anniversaries
• Birthday Parties
• Graduations
• Night Out
• Shuttles
Darcy Knof will get
you there in
style & comfort …
Come ride with us
and

!

One of the best cost-saving tips for
brides is to choose flowers that
are in season for their bouquets,
decor and centerpieces.

24 Passenger Charter Bus,
6 Passenger Suburban Also Available

FLOWER BULB INFORMATION CENTER.

Floral
Arrangements
F

lowers and weddings go together
like cake and champagne. In even a
simple ceremony the bride carries a
bouquet, which in earlier times was
a posy of herbs to symbolize fertility.
Experts say a couple’s flower cost is usually five to eight percent of the total wedding
budget, which is on average $20,000.
“It’s really easy to spend a lot of money
on flowers,” says Alan Fields, co-author with
his wife, Denise, of the best-selling book
Bridal Bargains: Secrets to Throwing a Fantastic Wedding on a Realistic Budget (Windsor Peak Press).
“You can spend $1,000 to $2,000 without effort,” he says. “I think bridal magazines
are the downfall of a lot of people. If you
look at magazine layouts of celebrity weddings, you see flowers dripping from the ceiling ...”
Before interviewing florists, Fields says,
cost-conscious couples should understand
some basic flower facts and decide how to
best allocate their flower funds.
“During spring and summer, flowers are
plentiful,” he says. “Because of air travel and
trade, we get flowers all the time — roses
from Colombia and Ecuador, orchids from
Hawaii, tulips from Europe. Many flowers
are available year-round, but they tend to
be more expensive out of season.”
For example, tulips cost $1 a stem from
December through April, when they are in
season. In August, they’re $3 a stem.
“Go with the flow,” Fields says. “Go with
the flowers that are available.” Also avoid
setting the date for certain holidays.
“Flowers fluctuate in price like any commodity. Red-flag days are Valentine’s Day,
Mother’s Day and Christmastime.”
The bride can take a step to control flower
costs by opting for a small bridal party. “It’s
simple math,” Fields says. “Bridesmaid bouquets easily average $50 to $75.”
Prioritizing the use of flowers also stretches the flower budget.
“The bride’s bouquet and other ‘personal’
flowers appear in all the pictures,” Fields
says. “The flowers at the church may not be

as important. You’re there for 30 minutes,
versus a reception for three hours.”
Save traditional, expensive wedding flowers like roses, lilies-of-the-valley, orchids and
stephanotis for the brides’ bouquet. At the
ceremony site, instead of using white roses,
greenery and candles may suffice. Or mass
tall white gladiolus, an affordable flower.
Fields says other best buys are Gerbera
daisies, stattice, Alstroemeria lilies, carnations, freesia and heather.
When interviewing florists, remember that
they are skilled artists who are paid to create.
“Florists tend to start designing; that’s their
job,” Fields says. “It’s helpful to go in with
a specific budget. Go in there and say, ‘I’ve
got $500. We’re trying to squeeze out this
many bouquets, etc.’ Most florists will work
with you.”
Many couples save money by hiring a
florist to do some parts of the wedding (bridal
bouquets take a considerable amount of labor
and skill) and handling others themselves or
with the help of friends. The bridesmaids’
bouquets can be simple clutches tied with
ribbons. Pew decorations, which should only
employ sturdy flowers, are easy to make.
“Bow makers are available from craft
stores that even a guy can use,” Fields says.
The reception flowers usually absorb most
of the flower budget. “Centerpieces can get
amazingly expensive,” Fields says. Many a
couple has walked into a florist with a picture of a centerpiece only to discover it would
cost $250 — each.
Instead of having the florist do all of the
arrangements, some couples have bought
inexpensive vases or even small plants from
a nursery to replant in pretty containers.
“You can have simple arrangements for a
fraction of the price. It does require a little
bit of creativity and elbow grease on your
part,” Fields says.
With a little forethought and flexibility,
every couple can have flowers that dazzle for
their celebration.
— by Deirdre O’Shea
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE
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Where Bridal Wishes
Come True

— by Georgeanne Davis

Kids in the wedding party can add an
unpredictable element to the big day

Mischief
Makers
Preventing Disasters
You can’t foresee everything youngsters can do at a wedding, but you can lessen the chances of a major disaster.
Experts have suggestions for couples to consider when planning a wedding involving children:
•ΩDon’t try to have someone too young handle too much.
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your
wedding
Dreams – what weddings are made of.
Showered with joy.
Blooming with flowers.
The perfect assembly of elements join
together to make this a memorable day.

Your Complete Florist•
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t looks tiny on the outside, but inside, Camden’s Theo
B. Camisole and Company is frothing over with sensuous silks, lacy cottons, pearls, scents, and all things
bridal. Owner Susan E. Michaud, understanding that
some women “want something other than silk,” has stocked
her emporium with everything from fine lingerie to formal
and casual wear for everyone involved in a wedding: bride,
the bridal party, mother of the bride and wedding guests.
For their wedding day, many brides are choosing a strapless dress, and Theo B. has a full line of foundation garments — bustiers, corsets, underwire bandeaus, and bodysuits. Brides will also find lace camisoles with matching
panties or thongs and stockings: the popular thigh-highs
or traditional, in white, skin-tone or black, along with the
bridal garters and lacy garter belts.
Traditionally, says Michaud, the mother of the bride gives
her daughter the gift of a white peignor set, and Theo B.
offers them in three lengths and in silk or poly chiffon, and
in a range of prices — many selections are surprisingly
affordable. Often the mother of the groom wants to give a
peignor set, so Michaud usually suggests one in a different
style or color; the shop has a good selection of pale pastels
in addition to whites. Keeping a record of bridal gifts is one
of the services Theo B. offers: while they don’t have a formal bridal registry, they will keep a wish book for a bride.
They will also keep track of anything sold to an individual
bride so that those buying gifts don’t select duplicates.
For the woman that likes the look and feel of cotton, Theo
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Flowers for Bouquets•
Flowers to Wear•
Flowers for the Ceremony•

Theo B. Camisole and Company
B. has racks full of vintage-look white cotton gowns,
trimmed with lace or embroidered with strawberries or tiny
blossoms, with full sleeves or ribbon straps. Some have
matching floaty robes.
In addition to all things wedding: lace gloves, parasols,
slippers, handkerchiefs and beaded purses — even frilly
dresses for little girls — Theo B. offers fresh-water pearl
jewelry, which is a popular choice for gifts for the bridal
party. Gift choices for the bride might include their romantic shawls or hand-embroidered robes, or something from
the wide selection of lotions, creams and massage oils.
For the honeymoon or just for a party or casual evening
out, Theo B. is showing ballerina-look cotton skirts in solids
or skirts in tropical prints, with a selection of off-the-shoulder jerseys or jersey camisoles as toppers. Now that spring
is here, Michaud says she’s awaiting the arrival of “very
romantic dresses, very vintage, for wearing to weddings
or to take on a honeymoon.”

Children should be at least five to participate in the wedding ceremony.
• Children like to be the center of attention, so ask someone
to pay special attention to them. Consider having someone
walk the child down the aisle — a parent, grandparent, or another wedding party member. Also, ask someone to oversee the
child’s behavior so everything goes smoothly during the
ceremony.
• Kids don’t have much patience. When photos and other
activities are done before the wedding, try to have youngsters participate at the last minute, rather than making them
stand around the entire day.
• If you plan on having a child stand with you during the
entire ceremony, seat a parent nearby where he or she can
see them. The child might get restless and start acting up.
Having the parent nearby gives the child an option to sit
down. If the ceremony will be long, have the child walk
down the aisle, then immediately sit with his or her
parent.
• Set up a room or an area for children age 10 and younger
and keep them occupied with coloring, crafts, videos, etc.
Ask an older child or adult to oversee the activities. A “goodie bag” at the reception for each child, with a coloring book
and small box of crayons, will give them something to do
and will be like getting a gift for good behavior.

Laura Cabot Catering
Post Office Box 628 ◆ Waldoboro, Maine 04572

Beautiful Food for All Occasions
Weddings are our Specialty!

Flowers for the Celebration•
Free Wedding Consultation•

Andrus
Flowers & Gifts
442 Main Street, Rockland
594-4033 or 1-800-541-0515

Diamonds
“A Gir l ’s Best Frien d ”
Best Prices ◆ Best Values
Best Service
From $99 to $99,000
We
Beat Can
Any
Adve one’s
rtis
Price ed
s
Diam on
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Custom designs are our specialty.
Repairs • Custom Design • Appraisals

CHAMBERS JEWELERS
gemologist
166 Main St., Thomaston

354-8500
www.chambersjewelers.net

— by Denise Sautters
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

Gallery Open
Mon.– Fri. 10am – 4pm Evenings and Saturdays by appointment Mail order service available.
325 Commercial St. (Rt.1)
Rockport, ME 04856 • 236-9619

Engagement & Wedding Rings
by

George Sawyer

free first consultation
(207) 832-6337
Weddings • Events • Private Chef

www.lauracabotcatering.com

MICHAEL GOOD
Designer Jewelry & Art Gallery

Jewelry, prints and crafts by American & European Artists
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Great weddings
deserve great music.

ium orchids and
calla lilies are
now very popular.
• Flavors —
Some favorites
are lemon curd,
raspberry, passion
fruit and fresh
berries, though
liquor-flavored
rom bold new flavors to
cakes like Grand
increasingly intricate shapes,
Marnier, Frangelthe latest wedding cakes are all
ica and Kahlua
about originality.
are also a big hit.
“I think that couples are using their
Flavors can be
entire wedding as a way to express
as different and
themselves and introduce who they are
fun as the exterior
as a couple to their friends and famiof the cakes. “Red
ly,” said cake designer Marina Sousa.
velvet cake, an old
“People are waiting longer to get marSouthern tradition,
ried these days and are oftentimes payhas made its way
ing for their own weddings, which realback into popularly frees them from feeling like they
ity,” says Sousa,
have to please everyone involved.”
who added a spicy
“The cake, one of the oldest and most
twist, pairing it
exciting traditions of the wedding day,
with a candied
originated from the Romans who
pecan and cream
pledged their troth by sharing food,”
cheese filling.
says cake designer Karen Boyd. “Today, Wedding cakes are becoming more creative as couples
White
and
the cake is still a significant part of the strive to express themselves through every aspect of their
chocolate cake are
day, but there are no rules anymore. A wedding day. CNS PHOTO COURTESY OF JUST CAKES.
still the favorites,
wedding cake specialist can simply
but citrus flavors
make the bride’s vision a reality.”
mellow vanilla-sugar flavored icing that gives are gaining popularity — and
• Shapes — Cakes in unusual shapes top the wedding cake a flawless porcelain mat- not just in the summer.
the list for self-expression and cakes con- te finish,” Boyd says.
Cake decorators can do just
structed of multiple shapes — round and
“Faux type finishes can be applied to fondant about anything, so, whether
square tiers together for example — are also just as you would do on a wall,” Sousa said. it be a chocolate cake, a handgaining in popularity. “
“Fondant or marzipan can be embossed with painted cake or a themed cake
• Colors — “Brides are finding that white a range of tools like textured rolling pins, rub- reflecting your cultural backisn’t the only way to go,” Boyd said. “Blush- ber stamps or even a piece of lace from a ground, you can have your
es, blues and pale shades are beautiful and bride’s dress pressed into the fondant that cake and eat it too.
— by Chandra Orr
leaves an exact replication.”
certainly eye-catching.”
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE
But don’t count out floral cakes. Cymbid“The most popular colors for 2005 are mango, celadon green, chocolate brown
with pink and blue with chocolate
brown,” accordig to Leslie Poyourow,
owner of Fancy Cakes by Leslie.
• Texture, faux finishes and flowers — “More wedding cakes are
being made with fondant icing, a

Slice of Life
F

The Event Company
Dance Bands • DJs
Classical and
Chamber Ensembles
207-354-8928
www.entertainmaine.com

Today’s creative cakes reflect a
couple’s originality

